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The ultimate limits of privacy … 

…for the paranoid ones



Is there a perfect cipher? 

Key distribution – the holy grail of cryptography

Privacy amplification / randomness extraction

For whom the Bell tolls
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Less reality more security

Device independent cryptography



Alice Bob

Eavesdropper

We all have secrets…
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Quantum Crypto



Hieroglyphs 
Egypt, circa 3300 BC 

Cuneiform
Sumer, circa 3300 BC 

It starts with writing…



• PERMUTATIONS
–  SCYTALE (400 BC)

• SUBSTITUTIONS
–  CAESAR SIPHER (50 BC)

• PERMUTATIONS + SUBSTITUTIONS

Basic techniques



Permutation of characters

400 BC
SPARTAScytale



ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

DEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZABC

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

A  T   T  A C K  T O M O R R O W
D W W D F N W R  P  R U U R  Z

50 BC
ROMECaesar ciphers



Code-makers versus code-breakers

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

NWDEAPYFGTIJUKLMOZQRSBVCXH

Al Kindi   
(800-873)

Julius Caesar   
(100-44 BC)

⇡ 4⇥ 1026 SUBSTITUTIONS



The most famous lipogram: Georges Perec,  La Disparition (1969) 85000 
words without the letter e:

That's right - this is a lipogram - a book, paragraph or similar thing in writing 
that fails to contain a symbol, particularly that symbol fifth in rank out of 26 
(amidst 'd' and 'f') and which stands for a vocalic sound such as that in 'kiwi'.
I won't bring it up right now, to avoid spoiling it…

Tout avait l'air normal, mais tout s'affirmait faux. Tout avait l'air normal, 
d'abord, puis surgissait l'inhumain, l'affolant.  Il aurait voulu savoir où 
s'articulait l'association qui l'unissait au roman : sur son tapis, assaillant à tout 
instant son imagination, …

English translator, Gilbert Adair, in A Void, succeeded in avoiding the letter e as well

Counterexamples - Lipograms

Gottlob Burmann (1737-1805) R-LESS POETRY. An obsessive dislike for the 
letter r; wrote 130 poems without using that letter, he also omitted the letter r 
from his daily conversation for 17 years…



Leone Battista Alberti 
(1404-1472) 

Sequence of substitutions e.g. 
7, 14, 19 

Plaintext:   S E L L

Alberti’s encryption disk

Cryptogram:    Z S E S

Polyalphabetic ciphers

Johannes Trithemius 
(1462-1516) 

Blaise de Vigenere 
(1523-1596) 

Charles Babbage  
(1791-1871)

CODEMAKERS
CODEBREAKERS



From Alberti’s disk to rotor machines

Marian Rejewski  
(1905-1980)

Arthur Scherbius  
(1878-1929)

CODEMAKERS CODEBREAKERS



The Poles who broke Enigma         (BS-4 Section)

Marian Rejewski

Jerzy Różycki

Henryk Zygalski.

Maksymilian Ciężki

Gwido Langer



SCYTALE 400BC

ALBERTI’S DISC 1450

ENIGMA 1940

Is there a perfect cipher ?



One-time pad 

0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

message

key

cryptogram 

cryptogram

key

message

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

KEY DISTRIBUTION PROBLEM



Public Key Cryptosystems

Public key
locks the box

Private key
unlocks the box

FACTORING



KEY DISTRIBUTION 
PROBLEM

PUBLIC KEY SYSTEMS QUANTUM CRYPTO

RSA

Lattices

Elliptic 
Curves BB84

E91 DEVICE 
INDEPENDENT

ONE TIME PAD

Quest for perfect secrecy

…

…

Go around Fix it

Quantum Resistant

Make sure you 
know what you are 

doing!



Post-quantum:  there is still room for improvement 



Key distribution problem 

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

The key should be random, sufficiently long
and secret (known only to Alice and Bob)

0 ? ? 1 ? 0 0 ? ? ?

Probability of Eve guessing the key correctly should be very close to  !
"!	

X X

E



Privacy amplification 

𝑃(𝑋|𝐸) 𝑈 𝐾 𝐸

𝑥 ∈ {0,1}$ 𝑘 ∈ {0,1}%

𝑥!⊕𝑥"⊕𝑥&…

For independent bits try parity

𝑘 = 𝑥!⊕𝑥"

Suppose Eve knows one of the two bits,
but Alice and Bob are not sure which one



Randomness extraction



Randomness extraction



Randomness extraction



Privacy amplification

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

Alice and Bob can turn their partially 
secure key into a secure key as long as they 
can estimate how much Eve knows about 

the raw key.

Probability of Eve guessing the key correctly should be very close to  !
"!	

<latexit sha1_base64="z3lokwIqkH8ao03BQgtHX0WjMuw=">AAACGXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBD0YNyVgF6EoAg5RjAmkIQwO+nEwdnZZaZXDGs+w4u/4sWDgnjUk3/jJFlBowUNRVU33V1+JIVB1/10pqZnZufmMwvZxaXlldXc2vqlCWPNocpDGeq6zwxIoaCKAiXUIw0s8CXU/OvToV+7AW1EqC6wH0ErYD0luoIztFI7t19uJ02EW0wCoQaDnfrd2e7xXlOGPRp9O70YjEm9di7vFtwR6F/ipSRPUlTaufdmJ+RxAAq5ZMY0PDfCVsI0Ci5hkG3GBiLGr1kPGpYqFoBpJaPHBnTbKh3aDbUthXSk/pxIWGBMP/BtZ8Dwykx6Q/E/rxFj96iVCBXFCIqPF3VjSTGkw5RoR2jgKPuWMK6FvZXyK6YZR5tl1obgTb78l9QOCl6x4HnnxXzpJM0jQzbJFtkhHjkkJVImFVIlnNyTR/JMXpwH58l5dd7GrVNOOrNBfsH5+ALnaaC5</latexit>

Hmin(X|E) = � log pguess(X|E)

<latexit sha1_base64="hsr59hpqjLEBjJbfcT7WSJ+gbXI=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsQh6sCRF0IsgiuBRwdpCU8pmO6lLN5uwOxFLzN/w4l/x4kFBvIkX/43b2oO2Phh4vDfDzLwgkcKg6345hanpmdm5+YXi4tLyymppbf3axKnmUOOxjHUjYAakUFBDgRIaiQYWBRLqQe904NdvQRsRqyvsJ9CKWFeJUHCGVmqXXHlEz9uZj3CHWSRUnu807s926R6t+jLuUj/UjGdenlX9DkhkebtUdivuEHSSeCNSJiNctEsffifmaQQKuWTGND03wVbGNAouIS/6qYGE8R7rQtNSxSIwrWz4WU63rdKhYaxtKaRD9fdExiJj+lFgOyOGN2bcG4j/ec0Uw8NWJlSSIij+syhMJcWYDmKiHaGBo+xbwrgW9lbKb5jNAm2YRRuCN/7yJKlXK95+xfMu98vHJ6M85skm2SI7xCMH5JickwtSI5w8kCfyQl6dR+fZeXPef1oLzmhmg/yB8/kN0yygAQ==</latexit>

l = Hmin(X|E)� 2 log
1

2�



Extractors 

<latexit sha1_base64="hsr59hpqjLEBjJbfcT7WSJ+gbXI=">AAACGnicbVBNS8NAEN3U7/pV9ehlsQh6sCRF0IsgiuBRwdpCU8pmO6lLN5uwOxFLzN/w4l/x4kFBvIkX/43b2oO2Phh4vDfDzLwgkcKg6345hanpmdm5+YXi4tLyymppbf3axKnmUOOxjHUjYAakUFBDgRIaiQYWBRLqQe904NdvQRsRqyvsJ9CKWFeJUHCGVmqXXHlEz9uZj3CHWSRUnu807s926R6t+jLuUj/UjGdenlX9DkhkebtUdivuEHSSeCNSJiNctEsffifmaQQKuWTGND03wVbGNAouIS/6qYGE8R7rQtNSxSIwrWz4WU63rdKhYaxtKaRD9fdExiJj+lFgOyOGN2bcG4j/ec0Uw8NWJlSSIij+syhMJcWYDmKiHaGBo+xbwrgW9lbKb5jNAm2YRRuCN/7yJKlXK95+xfMu98vHJ6M85skm2SI7xCMH5JickwtSI5w8kCfyQl6dR+fZeXPef1oLzmhmg/yB8/kN0yygAQ==</latexit>

l = Hmin(X|E)� 2 log
1

2�

Raw key

Eve knowledgeEve’s uncertainty 

<latexit sha1_base64="GnzMnS3w7A8j7mnGeMGR6P6C6Dk=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvwSLUS0mkoMeiCD1WsLbQhrDZbtqlm03YnYghxr/ixYOCePV/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKbDtb2NldW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3bNw8O71SUSEI7JOKR7PlYUc4E7QADTnuxpDj0Oe36k6up372nUrFI3EIaUzfEI8ECRjBoyTMrLS8bAH2ALGQiz2u9x+tTz6zadXsGa5k4BamiAm3P/BoMI5KEVADhWKm+Y8fgZlgCI5zm5UGiaIzJBI9oX1OBQ6rcbHZ8bp1oZWgFkdQlwJqpvycyHCqVhr7uDDGM1aI3Ff/z+gkEF27GRJwAFWS+KEi4BZE1TcIaMkkJ8FQTTCTTt1pkjCUmoPMq6xCcxZeXSfes7jTqjnPTqDYvizxK6Agdoxpy0DlqohZqow4iKEXP6BW9GU/Gi/FufMxbV4xipoL+wPj8AVwmlQg=</latexit>

Hmin(X|E)

<latexit sha1_base64="GdVmbNp4z/yjOIh2awvq5t9Q704=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoMeiF8FLC9YW2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4UxKv/yJv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCARXBvX/XYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+Qfnw6EHHqWLYYrGIVSegGgWX2DLcCOwkCmkUCGwH45uZ335CpXks780kQT+iQ8lDzqixUvOuX664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj90Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/yMyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5oMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY7Mp2RC85ZdXSfui6tWqntesVerXeR5FOIFTOAcPLqEOt9CAFjBAeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AE3+I0I</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="gALx4bb6LcTDZXbHofnE6dr/H5I=">AAACAXicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/Vj148BIsgqeyKQU9Fr14rGBtobuUbDbbhmaTJckKZdmLf8WLBwXx6r/w5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTDnTxvO+ncra+sbmVnW7trO7t3/gHh49aJkpQrtEcqn6IdaUM0G7hhlO+6miOAk57YWTm5nfe6RKMynuzTSlQYJHgsWMYGOloXvS9LkcQT9WmOSoyJt+RLnBxdCtew1vDrhKUEnqoERn6H75kSRZQoUhHGs9QF5qghwrwwinRc3PNE0xmeARHVgqcEJ1kM8fKOC5VSIYS2VLGDhXf0/kONF6moS2M8FmrJe9mfifN8hMfBXkTKSZoYIsFsUZh0bCWRowYooSw6eWYKKYvRWSMbZZGJtZzYaAll9eJb1mA7UaCN216u3rMo8qOAVn4AIgcAna4BZ0QBcQUIBn8ArenCfnxXl3PhatFaecOQZ/4Hz+AORTlms=</latexit>

2 log
1

2�

𝛿	secure key



How to find out how much Eve knows?

0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

0 ? ? 1 ? 0 0 ? ? ?

X X

E

<latexit sha1_base64="GnzMnS3w7A8j7mnGeMGR6P6C6Dk=">AAAB/XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvwSLUS0mkoMeiCD1WsLbQhrDZbtqlm03YnYghxr/ixYOCePV/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKbDtb2NldW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3bNw8O71SUSEI7JOKR7PlYUc4E7QADTnuxpDj0Oe36k6up372nUrFI3EIaUzfEI8ECRjBoyTMrLS8bAH2ALGQiz2u9x+tTz6zadXsGa5k4BamiAm3P/BoMI5KEVADhWKm+Y8fgZlgCI5zm5UGiaIzJBI9oX1OBQ6rcbHZ8bp1oZWgFkdQlwJqpvycyHCqVhr7uDDGM1aI3Ff/z+gkEF27GRJwAFWS+KEi4BZE1TcIaMkkJ8FQTTCTTt1pkjCUmoPMq6xCcxZeXSfes7jTqjnPTqDYvizxK6Agdoxpy0DlqohZqow4iKEXP6BW9GU/Gi/FufMxbV4xipoL+wPj8AVwmlQg=</latexit>

Hmin(X|E)



Quantum cryptography

Device independence etc



The story of worry 

“…If without any way disturbing a system, we can predict with certainty the 
value of a physical quantity then there exists an element of physical reality 

corresponding to this physical quantity…”   

DEFINITION  OF EAVESDROPPING



Enter John Bell 

year 1964

Hmmmmmm…..
It is a testable proposition…



Bell’s inequalities…

One of these terms is 0 and the other is ± 2

A1,A2 B1,B2S = A1 B1 + B2( ) + A2 B1 − B2( )

S = ±2 −2 ≤ S ≤ 2hence



Berkeley (1972) 

John Clauser – postdocs have ideas…



Institut d’Optique d’Orsay (1982) 

Et voilà!𝑺 > 𝟐

Alain Aspect and his quantum magic



Less reality more security

PHOTONS DO NOT CARRY PREDETERMINED VALUES OF POLARIZATIONS

IF THE VALUES DID NOT EXIST PRIOR TO MEASUREMENTS  THEY 
WERE NOT AVAILABLE TO ANYBODY INCLUDING EAVESDROPPERS

TESTING FOR THE VIOLATION OF 
BELL’S INEQUALITIES TESTING FOR EAVESDROPPING=

A. Ekert 1991



Quantum cryptography

Device independence etc



You need some mathematical gymnastics 

<latexit sha1_base64="2enJgYrZbIpAQmuXif34IstUm3E=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62Pjrp0EyxCRagzUrQboejGZUX7gHYomTTThmaSIckIdeiXuHGhiFs/xZ1/Y6adhbYeuHA4517uvcePGFXacb6t3Mrq2vpGfrOwtb2zW7T39ltKxBKTJhZMyI6PFGGUk6ammpFOJAkKfUba/vgm9duPRCoq+IOeRMQL0ZDTgGKkjdS3iz0RkiG6Kt+fVk/OaoW+XXIqzgxwmbgZKYEMjb791RsIHIeEa8yQUl3XibSXIKkpZmRa6MWKRAiP0ZB0DeUoJMpLZodP4bFRBjAQ0hTXcKb+nkhQqNQk9E1niPRILXqp+J/XjXVQ8xLKo1gTjueLgphBLWCaAhxQSbBmE0MQltTcCvEISYS1ySoNwV18eZm0zivuRaV6Vy3Vr7M48uAQHIEycMElqINb0ABNgEEMnsEreLOerBfr3fqYt+asbOYA/IH1+QMFQJFg</latexit>

! = (S + 4)/8

Pironio et al 2010, Masanes et al 2011

Extractors 

Secret key 

<latexit sha1_base64="sHlBn3nzuTgUhUT0HUHU6PWCiko=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELx4hyiOBDZkdemFkdnYzM2tCCF/gxYPGePWTvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIBFcG9f9dnJr6xubW/ntws7u3v5B8fCoqeNUMWywWMSqHVCNgktsGG4EthOFNAoEtoLR7cxvPaHSPJYPZpygH9GB5CFn1Fipft8rltyyOwdZJV5GSpCh1it+dfsxSyOUhgmqdcdzE+NPqDKcCZwWuqnGhLIRHWDHUkkj1P5kfuiUnFmlT8JY2ZKGzNXfExMaaT2OAtsZUTPUy95M/M/rpCa89idcJqlByRaLwlQQE5PZ16TPFTIjxpZQpri9lbAhVZQZm03BhuAtv7xKmhdl77JcqVdK1ZssjjycwCmcgwdXUIU7qEEDGCA8wyu8OY/Oi/PufCxac042cwx/4Hz+ALETjOA=</latexit>

S

Eve distributes the key!  

Quantum Asymptotic Equipartition Property
M. Tomamichel et al (2009) IDD CASE



Parametric down conversion

Entangled photons

Polarizing filters 
& photodetectors

Optical fibers

Polarizing filters 
& photodetectors

DRA MALVERN – OXFORD 1991

And all this can be demonstrated…



At the mercy of Eve

Courtesy Rotem Arnon-Friedman



Towards device-independent crypto

Courtesy Rotem Arnon-Friedman

A. Acin, N. Brunner, N. Gisin, S. Massar, V. Scarani 



EAT… 

Entropy Accumulation Theorem (EAT) allows us 
to reduce arbitrary strategies to i.i.d. strategies 
and enables simple device-independent security 
proofs.

Rotem Arnon-Friedman, Renato Renner and Thomas Vidick. 
Simple and tight device-independent security proofs. 
SIAM J. Comput. 48, 181 (2019). doi: 10.1137/18M1174726

https://doi.org/10.1137/18M1174726


You can have your key and EAT it



And this is for real 

It is because of quantum crypto
we still keep testing Bell 
inequalities…

95884 secret bits in 8 hours



Thirty years ago…

502 | Nature | Vol 582 | 25 June 2020

Article

a beam splitter, a half-wave plate and two polarized beam splitters are 
combined to analyse the polarization of the entangled photons ran-
domly in the bases of Z  ∈ {|H", |V"} and X ∈ {|+", |−"}, where 

H V± " = ( " ± ")/ 2∣ . After being transmitted or reflected by the beam 
splitter and polarized beam splitters, the photons are collected by four 
multimode fibres with the core diameter of 105 µm and detected by 
four single photon detectors (SPDs) respectively. We carefully selected 
the four SPDs to ensure that the detector efficiency is better than 53%, 
the efficiency consistency is better than 98.5% and the dark counts are 
less than 100 counts per second (see Extended Data Table 1 for details). 
A motorized half-wave plate (HWP1) is used to compensate the relative 
rotation between the transmitter and the receiver, where the correction 
angle offsets are calculated in advance. The entangled photons are 
filtered in both the frequency and spatial domains to satisfy the fair 
sampling assumption and to guarantee practical security. In particular, 
an extra field diaphragm, consisting of two lenses with focal length of 
8 mm and a pinhole of 100 µm, is used as the spatial filter to unify the 
field of view of different channels, where the field of view is narrowed 
to 27 µrad. A broad-bandwidth filter and a narrow-bandwidth filter of 
5 nm are used to reject frequency side channels. These frequency filters 
can also help to reduce the background counts. The output signals of 
the SPDs are recorded by a time-to-digital converter.

To optimize the link efficiency, we develop cascaded multistage 
acquiring, pointing and tracking systems both in the satellite trans-
mitters and the optical ground station receivers, achieving a tracking 
accuracy of 2 µrad and 0.4 µrad, respectively. The beacon laser (532 nm, 
10 kHz) from the satellite is also used as a synchronization laser. It is 
sampled, frontier identified and recorded by the same time-to-digital 
converter as well as quantum signals. The distant time-to-digital con-
verters are first roughly synchronized using a global positioning system 

(GPS) one-pulse-per-second (1PPS) signal. As the frequency of the syn-
chronization laser is relatively stable, a least-squares method is used to 
fit the selected pulses, which can eliminate the time jitter of synchro-
nization detectors. The time synchronization accuracy of entangled 
photon pairs is 0.77 ns (1σ). We set a narrow coincidence time gate of 
2.5 ns to reduce the accidentally coincident events.

The satellite flies along a Sun-synchronous orbit, and comes into 
both Delingha’s and Nanshan’s view once every night, starting at around 
2:00AM Beijing time and lasting for a duration of 285 s (>13° elevation 
angle for both ground stations). Figure 2a plots the physical distances 
from the satellite to Delingha and Nanshan during one orbit, together 
with the sum channel length of the two downlinks. As shown in Fig. 2b, 
the measured overall two-downlink channel attenuation varies from 
56 dB to 71 dB. As compared to previous experiment23, this two-photon 
count rate, and thus the signal-to-noise ratio, is greatly improved. To 
increase the collection efficiency for downlink entangled photons, we 
have upgraded both the main system of the telescope and the follow-up 
optics. For the main system, we improved the receiving efficiency by 
recoating the main lens (+1.5 dB) and redesigning the high-efficiency 
beam expander (+0.9 dB). For the follow-up optics, we increased the 
collection efficiency through optical pattern matching, especially 
shortening the optical path by 20 cm to avoid beam spreading by 
0.65 mm (+0.6 dB).

As a result, we have increased the collection efficiency of each 
satellite-to-ground link by a factor of about 2 over the previous experi-
ment23. This was quantified by measuring the single-downlink efficien-
cies of each ground station for several orbits. The best-orbit data were 
taken on a clear night with no clouds in the sky and no haze near the 
ground, which had the highest atmospheric transmittance (Extended 
Data Fig. 1). Under these conditions, the link efficiency is related only 
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Fig. 1 | Overview of the experimental set-up of entanglement based 
quantum key distribution. a, An illustration of the Micius satellite and the two 
ground stations. Image credit: Fengyun-3C/Visible and Infrared Radiometer, 
with permission (2020). The satellite flies in a Sun-synchronous orbit at an 
altitude of 500 km. The physical distance between Nanshan and Delingha 
ground station is 1,120 km. b, The spaceborne entangled-photon source. A free 
space isolator is used to minimize back reflection to the 405-nm pump laser. A 
pair of off-axis concave mirrors is used to focus the pump laser and collimate 
the down-converted photon pairs. PBS, polarization beam splitter; DM, 

dichroic mirror; LP, long-pass edge filter; PI, piezo steering mirror; HWP, 
half-wave plate; QWP, quarter-wave plate; PPKTP, periodically poled KTiOPO4. 
c, The follow-up optic at the optical ground station. The tracking and 
synchronization laser is separated from the signal photon by DM3 and 
detected by the single photon detector (SPD5). The spatial filter (SF), 
broad-bandwidth filter (BF) and interference filter (IF) are used to filter out the 
input light in frequency and spatial domains. BS, beam splitter; BE, beam 
expander; FSM, fast steering mirror.

From Oxford in 1991… …to China in 2019

Nature | Vol 582 | 25 June 2020 | 501

Article

Entanglement-based secure quantum 
cryptography over 1,120 kilometres

Juan Yin1,2,3, Yu-Huai Li1,2,3, Sheng-Kai Liao1,2,3, Meng Yang1,2,3, Yuan Cao1,2,3, Liang Zhang2,3,4, 
Ji-Gang Ren1,2,3, Wen-Qi Cai1,2,3, Wei-Yue Liu1,2,3, Shuang-Lin Li1,2,3, Rong Shu2,3,4,  
Yong-Mei Huang5, Lei Deng6, Li Li1,2,3, Qiang Zhang1,2,3, Nai-Le Liu1,2,3, Yu-Ao Chen1,2,3, 
Chao-Yang Lu1,2,3, Xiang-Bin Wang2, Feihu Xu1,2,3, Jian-Yu Wang2,3,4, Cheng-Zhi Peng1,2,3 ✉,  
Artur K. Ekert7,8 & Jian-Wei Pan1,2,3 ✉

Quantum key distribution (QKD)1–3 is a theoretically secure way of sharing secret keys 
between remote users. It has been demonstrated in a laboratory over a coiled optical 
!bre up to 404 kilometres long4–7. In the !eld, point-to-point QKD has been achieved 
from a satellite to a ground station up to 1,200 kilometres away8–10. However, 
real-world QKD-based cryptography targets physically separated users on the Earth, 
for which the maximum distance has been about 100 kilometres11,12. The use of trusted 
relays can extend these distances from across a typical metropolitan area13–16 to 
intercity17 and even intercontinental distances18. However, relays pose security risks, 
which can be avoided by using entanglement-based QKD, which has inherent 
source-independent security19,20. Long-distance entanglement distribution can be 
realized using quantum repeaters21, but the related technology is still immature for 
practical implementations22. The obvious alternative for extending the range of 
quantum communication without compromising its security is satellite-based QKD, 
but so far satellite-based entanglement distribution has not been e"cient23 enough to 
support QKD. Here we demonstrate entanglement-based QKD between two ground 
stations separated by 1,120 kilometres at a !nite secret-key rate of 0.12 bits per second, 
without the need for trusted relays. Entangled photon pairs were distributed via two 
bidirectional downlinks from the Micius satellite to two ground observatories in 
Delingha and Nanshan in China. The development of a high-e"ciency telescope and 
follow-up optics crucially improved the link e"ciency. The generated keys are secure 
for realistic devices, because our ground receivers were carefully designed to 
guarantee fair sampling and immunity to all known side channels24,25. Our method  
not only increases the secure distance on the ground tenfold but also increases the 
practical security of QKD to an unprecedented level.

Our experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The two receiving 
ground stations are located at Delingha (37°22′ 44.43′′ N, 97°43′ 37.01′′ E; 
altitude 3,153 m) in Qinghai province, and Nanshan (43°28′ 31.66′′ N, 
87°10′ 36.07′′ E; altitude 2,028 m) in Xinjiang province, China. The physi-
cal distance between Delingha and Nanshan is 1,120 km. To optimize the 
receiving efficiencies, both the two ground telescopes are newly built 
with a diameter of 1.2 m, specifically designed for the entanglement 
distribution experiments. All the optical elements, such as mirrors, in 
the telescopes maintain polarization.

The satellite is equipped with a compact spaceborne entangled pho-
ton source with a weight of 23.8 kg. A periodically poled KTiOPO4 crys-
tal inside a Sagnac interferometer is pumped in both the clockwise and 
anticlockwise directions simultaneously by a continuous-wave laser 

with a wavelength centred at 405 nm and a linewidth of 160 MHz, and 
generates down-converted polarization-entangled photon pairs at 
810 nm close to the form of Ψ H V V H| % = (| % | % + | % | % )/ 212 1 2 1 2 , where |H% 
and |V% denote the horizontal and vertical polarization states, respec-
tively, and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the two output spatial modes. 
The entangled photon pairs are then collected and guided by two 
single-mode fibres to two independent transmitters equipped in the 
satellite. Both transmitters have a near-diffraction-limited far-field 
divergence of about 10 µrad. Under a pump power of 30 mW, the source 
distributes up to 5.9 × 106 entangled photon pairs per second.

The photons are collected by the telescopes on two optical ground 
stations. For each one, the follow-up optics is installed on one of the 
rotating arms and rotates along with the telescope. As shown in Fig. 1c, 
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You need perfect randomness, right ?


